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(In the street)(In the street)(In the street)(In the street)    
    

Fiona: Good morning Patrick.Fiona: Good morning Patrick.Fiona: Good morning Patrick.Fiona: Good morning Patrick.        
Patrick: Good morning Fiona. What’s this? Patrick: Good morning Fiona. What’s this? Patrick: Good morning Fiona. What’s this? Patrick: Good morning Fiona. What’s this?     
Fiona: This is an apple. I like apples.Fiona: This is an apple. I like apples.Fiona: This is an apple. I like apples.Fiona: This is an apple. I like apples.        
Patrick: And what’s this?Patrick: And what’s this?Patrick: And what’s this?Patrick: And what’s this?    
Fiona: This is an orange juice. I driFiona: This is an orange juice. I driFiona: This is an orange juice. I driFiona: This is an orange juice. I drink orange juice nk orange juice nk orange juice nk orange juice 
every morning. I like it.every morning. I like it.every morning. I like it.every morning. I like it.    
Patrick: I drink a hot coffee and I like it very sweet.Patrick: I drink a hot coffee and I like it very sweet.Patrick: I drink a hot coffee and I like it very sweet.Patrick: I drink a hot coffee and I like it very sweet.    
Fiona: And what do you eat in the morning, Patrick?Fiona: And what do you eat in the morning, Patrick?Fiona: And what do you eat in the morning, Patrick?Fiona: And what do you eat in the morning, Patrick?    
Patrick: I eat some biscuits. Biscuits are very sweet.Patrick: I eat some biscuits. Biscuits are very sweet.Patrick: I eat some biscuits. Biscuits are very sweet.Patrick: I eat some biscuits. Biscuits are very sweet.    
Fiona: Oh, it’s late. I must go. GoodFiona: Oh, it’s late. I must go. GoodFiona: Oh, it’s late. I must go. GoodFiona: Oh, it’s late. I must go. Good----bye Patrick.bye Patrick.bye Patrick.bye Patrick.    
Patrick: ByePatrick: ByePatrick: ByePatrick: Bye----bye Fiona.bye Fiona.bye Fiona.bye Fiona.    

                            


